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If you’re a typical Ruby developer, continuous testing is probably
not a new idea to you.You may not have called it by that name, but
chances are you can run your full build from Vim or TextMate with
a single keystroke and you do this many, many times per day. This
is a good thing.

Maintaining this rapid feedback loop as our projects grow larger and
more complex requires that we take care in how we work. In this
chapter, we’ll discuss some well-known attributes of a healthy test
suite and show why maintaining a healthy suite of tests is essential
to creating a rapid, reliable test feedback loop. We’ll see how
continuous testing encourages writing good tests and how good
tests benefit continuous testing.

2.1 Getting Started with Autotest

To get started, let’s create a simple Ruby project. In this chapter,
we’re going to build a library that will help us analyze relationships
on Twitter (a little social networking site you’ve probably never heard
of). We’re going to package our library as a Ruby gem, and to get
started quickly, we’re going to use a Ruby gem named Jeweler1 to
generate a project for us. Normally, we might use another tool,
Bundler,2 to create this gem, but for this example we use Jeweler
for its scaffolding support. We can use it to generate a gem that
includes a sample spec using RSpec, which helps us get started a
little faster. Assuming you already have Ruby and RubyGems,
installing is pretty easy.

$ gem install jeweler --version=1.5.2
$ jeweler --rspec twits

This command tells Jeweler to create a Ruby gem project in a
directory named twits.3 Because we installed the gem for RSpec and
used the --rspec option, Jeweler set up this project to be tested with
RSpec. It created a dummy spec in the spec directory named

1. https://github.com/technicalpickles/jeweler

2. http://gembundler.com/

3. If you’re having trouble getting this command to run, you may need to install
Git, which is available at http://git-scm.com/.
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Joe asks:
What Is RSpec?

In this book we use a framework called RSpec as our testing framework
of choice because we like its emphasis on specifying behavior, given a
context, rather than the flatter structure of Test::Unit. While the principles
we discuss in this book can just as easily be applied when using another
testing framework, we like using RSpec when working in Ruby because it
helps communicate our intent very effectively.

In RSpec, the files themselves are referred to as specs, while the individual
test methods inside those specs are often called examples. Contexts, within
which we can test the behavior of our classes and modules, can be specified
by a describe() block. describe() blocks can also be nested, which gives us a
lot of flexibility to describe the context in which behavior occurs.

RSpec also integrates very nicely with Autotest and other continuous testing
tools, so we’ll be using it for the remainder of the book. We talk about the
benefits of behavior driven development and RSpec in Section 2.3, Writing
Informative Tests, on page ?, but to learn more about RSpec in depth,
visit http://rspec.info or get The RSpec Book [CADH09] by David Chelimsky
and others.

twits_spec.rb. It also created a file in that directory named spec_helper.rb,
which our specs will use to share configuration code.

So Jeweler has generated a project for us with some specs, but how
are we going to run them? Well, we could run them with the
command rake spec, and, just to make sure things are working
properly, we’ll go ahead and do that. First we need to finish setting
up our project by having Bundler install any remaining gems. Then
we can run our tests.

$ cd twits
$ bundle install
$ rake

F

Failures:

1) Twits fails
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Failure/Error: specing for real"
RuntimeError:
Hey buddy, you should rename this file and start specing for real

# ./code/ruby/twits/spec/revisions/twits2.1_spec_fail.rb:6:in
`block (2 levels) in <top (required)>'

Finished in 0.00031 seconds
1 example, 1 failure

Great. However, seeing as how this is a book on running tests
continuously, we should probably find a faster way than running rake
commands. One such way is to use Autotest, a continuous test
runner for Ruby. Whenever you change a file, Autotest runs the
corresponding tests for you. It intelligently selects the tests to be run
based on the changes we make. Autotest is going to be running our
tests for us as we work on our gem, so we can focus on adding value
(rather than on running tests). Installing Autotest is pretty easy. It’s
included in the ZenTest gem:

$ gem install ZenTest --version=4.4.2

Now that we have Autotest installed, let’s start it from the root of our
project:

$ autotest

F

Failures:

1) Twits fails
Failure/Error: specing for real"
RuntimeError:
Hey buddy, you should rename this file and start specing for real

# ./code/ruby/twits/spec/revisions/twits2.1_spec_fail.rb:6:in
`block (2 levels) in <top (required)>'

Finished in 0.00031 seconds
1 example, 1 failure
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Behind the Magic
Autotest doesn’t really know anything about RSpec, so the fact that this
just seemed to work out of the box is a bit surprising.There’s actually some
rather sophisticated plugin autoloading going on behind the scenes (that
we’ll discuss in depth in a later chapter). For now, just be thankful the magic
is there.

If, however, you have other projects that use RSpec and you want to use
Autotest like this, you’re going to want to make sure that there’s a .rspec
file in the root of your project. This file can be used to change various
settings in RSpec (--color, for example). More importantly for us, its presence
tells Autotest to run RSpec specs instead of tests.

Yay, it fails! Autotest now detected our Jeweler-generated spec and
ran it. Now let’s go make it pass. Open up your favorite editor and
take a look at spec/twits_spec.rb.You should see something like this:

Download ruby/twits/spec/revisions/twits2.1_spec_fail.rb
require File.expand_path(File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../spec_helper')

describe "Twits" do
it "fails" do
fail "Hey buddy, you should rename this file and start specing for real"

end
end

Then we remove the call to fail:
Download ruby/twits/spec/revisions/twits2.1_spec.rb
require File.expand_path(File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../spec_helper')

describe "Twits" do
it "fails" do
end

end

When we save our change, Autotest should detect that a file has
changed and rerun the appropriate test:

.

Finished in 0.00027 seconds
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1 example, 0 failures

Success!

Notice that we didn’t have to tell Autotest to run. It detected the
change to twits_spec.rb and ran the test automatically. From now on,
any change we make to a file will trigger a test run. This isn’t limited
to test files either. Any change that we make to any Ruby file in our
project will trigger a test run. Because of this, we’ll never have to
worry about running tests while we work.

Autotest runs different sets of tests, depending on which tests fail
and what you change. By only running certain tests, we can work
quickly while still getting the feedback we want. We refer to this
approach of running a subset of tests as test selection, and it can
make continuous testing viable on much larger and better tested
projects.

As we can see in Figure 2, The Autotest lifecycle, on page 9,
Autotest selects tests thusly: When it starts, Autotest runs all the
tests it finds. If it finds failing tests, it keeps track of them. When
changes are made, it runs the corresponding tests plus any
previously failing tests. It continues to do that on each change until
no more tests fail. Then it runs all the tests to make sure we didn’t
break anything while it was focused on errors and changes.

Like a spellchecker that highlights spelling errors as you type or a
syntax checker in an IDE, continuous testing provides instant
feedback about changes as you make them. By automatically
selecting and running tests for us, Autotest allows us to maintain
focus on the problem we’re trying to solve, rather than switching
contexts back and forth between working and poking the test runner.
This lets us freely make changes to the code with speed and
confidence. It transforms testing from an action that must be
thoughtfully and consciously repeated hundreds of times per day
into what it truly is: a state. So rather than thinking about when and
how to run our tests, at any given moment we simply know that they
are either passing or failing and can act accordingly.
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Figure 2—The Autotest lifecycle
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